
Supplementary Figure Legends 

Supplementary Figure 1 

Infralimbic cortex connects directly and exerts a strong excitatory influence on BNST 

neurons. A-C: Projection from ILCx to BNST revealed by retrograde labeling in ILCx after BNST 

CTb injection. A: Representative photomicrograph of a BNST CTb injection (dark labeling). B, C: 

Bright-field photomicrographs of retrograde labeling in ILCx after BNST CTb injection. Injections 

of CTb into the BNST revealed that cortical projections to the BNST originate exclusively from the 

ILCx. In each of the four animals injected with CTb, we observed numerous retrogradely labeled 

neurons in the ILCx. No anterograde labeling was detected in the ILCx. In sections processed for 

CTb (dark labeling), cell bodies are observed in ILCx layers 2/3, 5 and 6. Cell bodies retrogradely 

labeled in the ILCx are shown at higher magnification in C and C’. Scale bar: A and B, 2.0 mm; C, 

0.1 mm; C’, 10 µm. ILCx, infralimbic cortex; PL, prelimbic cortex; ; Cg, cingular cortex. D, 

photomicrograph of a coronal section of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) showing a 

representative successful stimulation site in the ILCx, (lesioned area, black arrowhead E). Black 

arrowheads F and G show locations of two unsuccessful electrical simulation sites in the PLCx and 

CgCx. Scale bar: 1.0 mm. E-G, excitatory response of a typical BNST cell projecting to the VTA in 

response to stimulation of various mPFC divisions. E: Peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) 

showing a typical IL-evoked excitation in a BNST neuron projecting to the VTA. Inset in E, 

orthodromic spikes evoked by stimulation of ILCx. F and G, PSTHs showing the ineffectiveness of 

PLCx and CgCx stimulation for the same neuron. Inset graph in G, shows scores as percentages ± 

SEM of baseline response magnitudes for BNST neurons projecting to the VTA responses evoked 

by successive ILCx, PLCx and CgCx electrical stimulations for the same neurons (n=4). 

 

Supplementary Figure 2 

Infralimbic cortex exerts a strong excitatory influence on BNST neurons. A, Diagram of the 

stimulation protocol used in this experiment. Here, the IL was stimulated with a 100-pulse train. B, 



Schematic presentation of electrical stimulation sites in the mPFC. For clarity, only non-

overlapping sites are shown. Black circles: locations of effective sites of electrical stimulation. 

Open circles: location of ineffective electrical stimulation sites. Numbers refer to stereotaxic 

coordinates. C, Schematic presentation of neuronal recording sites in the BNST. For clarity, only 

non-overlapping sites representing the anatomical distribution of recording sites in the BNST are 

shown. Black circles: locations of synaptically driven BNST neurons by single-pulse ILCx 

electrical stimulation. Open circles: BNST neurons insensitive to single-pulse ILCx electrical 

stimulation. Numbers refer to stereotaxic coordinates. D-F: Typical peristimulus time histograms 

(PSTHs) showing ILCx-evoked excitation and inhibition in 3 BNST neurons. Two characteristic 

responses were observed in BNST neurons (n=175) after single-pulse stimulation of the ILCx: short 

latency activation (D; 71.7% of cells) and inhibition (D and E; 36.6% of cells, preceded in 60.5% 

of the cases by short latency excitation). F: 12.3% of BNST neurons were not driven by ILCx 

stimulation. For all PSTHs here and in subsequent figures, stimulation was at time 0; bin width was 

5 ms, and 100 sweeps were collected. BNST, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis; ILCx, infralimbic 

cortex; PLCx, prelimbic cortex; CgCx, cingular cortex; REC, recording electrode. 

  

Supplementary Figure 3 

Results of input/ouput tests on BNST neurons after stimulation of infralimbic cortex. A and 

B, Increasing intensity of simulation current in ILCx evoked higher response magnitude of BNST 

neurons. The slope of the relationship between injected current and evoked firing rate is similar in 

VTA projecting and VTA non-projecting BNST neurons. Numbers of neurons recorded in each 

group are mentioned in brackets above each histogram bars C, Typical post-stimulus time 

histograms (PSTHs) illustrate responses of BNST neuron projecting to the VTA to infralimbic 

stimulation at increasing intensity (100, 200, 500 and 1000 µA). BNST neurons projecting to the 

VTA are those antidromicaly driven by the VTA stimulation.  


